
Morocco, officially known as the Kingdom of Morocco, is located in the northwest
corner of Africa and is bordered by the North Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean
Sea. Algeria and Western Sahara are the land borders to the south and east. The full
Arabic name of the country (Al-Mamlaka al-Maghribiya) translates to The Western
Kingdom. Al Maghrib (meaning The West) is commonly used.

The country is a constitutional monarchy and has an elected parliament. The country
is ruled by a King (Mohammed VI) who has a lot of executive and legislative powers,
particularly over religious matters, foreign policy, and the military.

Berbers are the indigenous people of Morocco and Algeria and to a lesser extent
Libya and Tunisia. They are descendants of an ancient race that has inhabited
Morocco and much of northern Africa since Neolithic times.

In an effort to combat the ever-encroaching Sahara Desert, the Moroccan
government plants thousands of acres of forests every year. Hardy trees like the
Argan tree help to hold the fertile topsoil in place.

On July 30th of each year, Moroccans celebrate “Throne Day”. This holiday
commemorates the day their current king Mohamed VI ascended to the throne.

Morocco is a favorite location for shooting films. It is home to the second largest film
set in the world.
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The Muslim coast of North Africa, including Morocco, was called the Barbary
Coast, named for the Berber tribes in the area. From the 1500s, piracy
abounded, with Europeans as the main target. By the beginning of the
American Revolution, American merchant ships were subject to attack by
Barbary pirates in the Atlantic Ocean, a serious threat to the survival of the
fledgling republic. In 1777, Morocco's sultan declared that American merchant
ships would be under his protection and enjoy safe passage.

As far as relations with the United States, Morocco was the first country to
seek diplomatic relations with the young country in 1777 and remains one of
its closest allies in the region. As a stable, democratizing, and liberalizing
Arab Muslim nation, Morocco is important for U.S. interests in the Middle
East.

One of the most popular exports from Morocco are their world-famous
dates. They export more than 90,000 tons of them each year to locations
around the globe.

The national costume of Morocco is called a “djellaba”. It is a unisex, one-
piece coverall with a hood. Some have incredibly detailed and ornate
needlework incorporated into them.

Fez most often refers to: Fez (hat), a type of felt hat
      commonly worn in the Ottoman Empire. Fez, Morocco 
      (or Fes), is also the third-largest city of Morocco.                                                                      
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The most dominant religion in Morocco is Islam. It is the faith of all
Moroccans except a decreasing Jewish community and a small European
colony. The constitution of Morocco guarantees freedom of religion,
describes the nation as Muslim and the king as the “Amir El Mouminin”, or
commander of the faithful. The government especially the ministry of
religions foundations (Habus) and Islamic affairs acts to strengthen and
support Islam.

The major resources of the Moroccan economy are agriculture, phosphate
minerals, and tourism. Sales of fish and seafood are important as well, with
Morocco being the world’s largest exporter of Sardines. Industry and mining
contribute about one-third of the annual GDP.

Morocco Is the only African state which is not a member of the African
Union.

In a unique geographic circumstance, Morocco borders both the Atlantic
Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. Only two other countries can make that
claim, namely France and Spain.

Moroccan culture is also praised for language diversity. apart from classical
Arabic, the language of education, administration and media, the daily
language in Morocco is Arabic dialect, Tamazight (Berber) which spoken in
the Rif, the Atlas, and the Souss and it varies by region.

The oldest existing, and continually operating educational institution in the
world is the University of Karueein, founded in 859 AD in Fez, Morocco.

The largest swimming pool in the world is the seawater Orthlieb Pool in
Casablanca, Morocco. It is 480m (1,574 ft) long and 75 m (246 ft) wide, and
has an area of 3.6ha (8.9acres).
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